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What’s included in the new Companies and 
Transactions capability?

• All Companies & Transactions services include direct access to and
support from experienced company and transaction analysts.
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Companies and Transactions

In-depth valuation and analysis on the worlds leading oil companies, providing key insights
and timely analysis on major events affecting a company’s valuation, strategy, and
performance throughout the year. Detailed information on announced energy transactions
including proprietary transaction valuation data and independent pre-deal valuation
analysis and insights on assets and companies for sale.
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Transaction Research

§ Deal activity, benchmarks and trends analysis, with regional, basin, 
and asset level granularity.

§ Databases and independent  market valuation of known current energy 
assets for sale 

§ Access to a team of experienced and dedicated analysts

Global 
Lubricants 
Service

M&A Database and InsightsM&A Database and Insights

Assets on the MarketAssets on the Market

Critical independent analysis and insights into the energy merger,
acquisition, and divestiture marketplace. Dedicated deal analysis on a
daily basis, across Upstream, Mid-stream, Downstream, and Oilfield
Service segments. Providing proprietary deal pricing, valuation
benchmarks, and M&A trend analysis.

Custom screen and identify all relevant opportunities within a select
focus area and assess entry options. Evaluate the competitive
environment of active buyers and sellers, and competitive deal pricing.
Receive independent valuation of target assets, projects, and
companies or assets targeted for divestment.

Our Significant Energy Assets on the Market (SEAM) product internally
leverages the IHS M&A database and comparable market transactions
to establish independent pre-deal valuations, analysis, and insights on
assets and companies actively being sold.

Opportunity screening and due diligenceOpportunity screening and due diligence
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Transactions Research Deliverables

Transaction Database Assets on the Market Database

Underlying Databases

Transaction Deal Summary Sheets: Detailed summary information on all announced energy transactions including proprietary transaction 

valuation data and key metrics.

M&A Topical Insights: Topical analysis of transaction trends impacting the market.

Global Upstream M&A Review (GUMAR): Industry-best annual study providing critical historical and forward looking  valuation and trend analysis 

on the upstream M&A marketplace.

Upstream Perspectives: Monthly analysis on key transactions and regional trends & insights on recent global M&A activity and  implications to the 

industry.

Global Sector Reviews: Quarterly reviews of data and analysis of significant transactions covering all Upstream, Mid-stream, downstream, and 

Oilfield Service sectors.

Assets on the Market Deal Summary Sheets: Announced property divestitures, companies publicly in play, companies that have publicly retained 

financial advisors to review strategic alternatives to maximize shareholder value, significant privatization deals, as well as certain transactions 

reported by the media.

Significant Energy Assets on the Market Alerts (SEAM): IHS independent pre-deal valuation analysis and insights on assets and companies for 

sale using comparable market transactions.

Significant Energy Assets on the Market Perspectives: Commentary and insights on breaking news about global upstream assets on the 

market.
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Underlying and Supporting Transaction Databases
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Transaction Database

Online database featuring a broad range of search parameters to 
identify deal comparables, including all global regions, energy 
subsectors, transaction value ranges, and individual buyers and 
sellers.

§ Over 25 years of transaction history

§ More than 44,000 industry transactions

§ Custom data export capabilities

§ Source documents including press releases, company filings, 
and company presentations

Assets on the Market Database

Searchable and exportable database that actively tracks all known 
energy assets on the market, covering all global and regional 
locations and all resource segments, detailing valuations and full 
operational data including reserves, production and acreage

§ More than 1,300 global opportunities

§ Tracking over $260 billion of global opportunities  

§ Custom data export capabilities

§ Source documents including offering memos, prospectuses, and 
press releases.

Transaction Research Tools & Databases
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Why IHS Transaction Research?
* IHS brand is the gold standard that those in both the O&G industry and the

financial sector have long trusted to for independent valuation perspectives,
and has the most extensive coverage.

* The IHS Transaction M&A database provides clients with access to over
45,000 historical transactions over 20+ years, a time series far more than
any other provider. All of the transactions are benchmarked to commodity
prices at the time of the deal, allowing clients to analyze full-cycle
benchmark valuations across volatile commodity price cycles, a feature that
competitors cannot match.

* Each deal in our database has an assigned M&A analyst that is responsible
for data accuracy including reconciling differences in reporting between
transaction parties.

* IHS Herold analysts are available for consultation as part of the client
subscription. M&A analysts are available to discuss specific deal analysis,
market trend insights, and for direct client workflow support.

* IHS covers transactions of all sizes, from the smallest asset deals to the
largest corporate mergers, and everything in between. Our database includes
deals by both public companies and private transaction parties.
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Upstream Company Research

§ Timely, event driven, actionable insights in a always changing market

§ Full spectrum of upstream company data, information and analysis, and 
financial & operational forecasts supported by online tools and databases

§ Independent and objective analysis with transparency of data

§ Access to a team of experienced and dedicated analysts

Company ValuationCompany Valuation

Understanding the true drivers of shareholder value with a
consistent and time-tested methodology that focuses on the
valuation, upstream strategy, financial & operational performance
and government drivers of the world’s leading oil & gas companies.

Upstream Asset Portfolio & Strategic
Positioning
Upstream Asset Portfolio & Strategic
Positioning

Independent assessment of upstream company strategic
objectives, portfolio strengths and weaknesses, and those of peers
and competitors. Thorough review of regional and asset level
production profiles, identifying risks beyond peak output.
Identifying opportunities to strengthen the asset portfolio that

complement specific company expertise.

Benchmark the financial and operational performance against
peers. Identify key drivers of value growth and areas of focus for

improvement. Identify and understand winning strategies.

Peer BenchmarkingPeer Benchmarking
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Dedicated Global Company Coverage and Insights
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North America

United States

■■■ Anadarko

■■■ Antero 

■■■ Apache

■■■ Approach
■■■ Bill Barrett

■■■ Cabot

■■■ Carrizo

■■■ Chesapeake

■■■ Chevron
■■■ Cimarex

■■■ Concho

■■■ Conoco

■■■ Consol
■■■ Continental

■■■ Denbury

■■■ Devon

■■■ Diamondback

■■■ Energen

■■■ EOG

■■■ EQT

■■■ EXCO

■■■ ExxonMobil

■■■ Gulfport
■■■ Halcon

■■■ Hess

■■■ Laredo

■■■ Marathon

■■■ Murphy

■■■ Newfield

■■■ Noble

■■■ Oasis
■■■ Occidental

■■■ Parsley

■■■ Penn Virginia

■■■ Pioneer

■■■ QEP

■■■ Range

■■■ Rice

■■■ RSP Permian

■■■ Sanchez
■■■ Sandridge

■■■ SM Energy

■■■ Southwestern
■■■ Stone

■■■ Ultra

■■■ Whiting

■■■ WPX

Canada

■■■ Arc

■■■ Baytex

■■■ Birchcliff

■■■ Canadian Natural
■■■ Cenovus

■■■ Canadian Oil Sands

■■■ Crescent Point

■■■ Encana

■■■ Husky

■■■ Imperial

■■■ Paramount
■■■ PDC

■■■ Penn West

■■■ Suncor

■■■ Vermillion

Latin America

■■■ Canacol

■■■ Ecopetrol

■■■ Gran Tierra

■■■ Pacific Exploration
■■■ PDVSA

■■■ Pemex

■■■ Petrobras

■■■ YPF

Europe
■■■ BP

■■■ Cairn

■■■ Eni
■■■ Galp

■■■ OMV
■■■ Ophir

■■■ Repsol

■■■ Shell

■■■ Statoil

■■■ Total

■■■ Tullow

Middle East
■■■ Abu Dhabi NOC

■■■ Kuwait Petroleum

■■■ Qatar Petroleum

■■■ Saudi Aramco

CIS
■■■ Gazprom

■■■ KazMunaiGas

■■■ Lukoil
■■■ Rosneft

Africa
■■■ African Oil

■■■ Kosmos

■■■ Libya NOC

■■■ Sonatrach

■■■ SonAngol

■■■ Ghana NPC
■■■ Nigeria NPC

Far East
■■■ China NPC

■■■ CNOOC

■■■ ONGC
■■■ Pertamina

■■■ PetroChina

■■■ Petronas

■■■ PetroVietnam

■■■ PTT
■■■ Sinopec

Australasia
■■■ BHP Billiton

■■■ Oil Search

■■■ Santos

■■■ Woodside

■ Valuation Reports

■ Strategy Reports

■ NOC Reports

Analyst insights on strategy, valuation, and performance 
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Company Valuation Reports: Independent valuation and analysis on the world's leading upstream companies. Detailed regional assessment of proven oil and 

gas reserves, non-proven resources, non-upstream businesses, and overall balance sheet strength.

Company Valuation Updates & Memos: Key insights and timely analysis of major events impacting a company’s valuation, strategy, and performance 

throughout the year.

Company Upstream Strategy Assessments:  Insightful analysis of company performance and competitive positioning across select peer groups and 

upstream strategy assessment updates.

Company Regional Overviews: Detailed assessment of a company’s portfolio in IHS Energy’s seven designated regions.

NOC Government Drivers & Upstream Strategy Assessments: Insightful analysis of host government energy sector policies, objectives, and key drivers, 

complemented by performance, competitive positioning, portfolio, and partnering analysis for their respective national oil company (NOCs).

Company Play Analysis:  Providing key company level insights into established and emerging North American unconventional plays, helping our clients 

understand vital operational trends, the competitive environment, entry opportunities, economics, and valuation implications.

Company Peer Group & Special Studies: IHS defined and customized comparative peer group reports focused on relative financial and operating 

performance and valuation growth. Provides both historical benchmarks and forward looking estimates, insights, and analysis.

Company Performance Metrics:  Provides graphical representations of key upstream performance benchmarks and financial data .

Global Upstream Performance Review (GUPR):  Presents key upstream regional and global benchmarks, discusses forward looking trend expectations, and 

provides individual upstream performance rankings for 200+ oil and gas companies.

Analyst Insights Presentations: Presentations of topical and timely issues as presented by research leadership.

Relative Company Valuation Tables & Graphs:  The Relative Valuation Tables, updated weekly, include company valuations, debt-to-appraised net worth; 

cash flow, EBITDA, and earnings per share forecasts; and comparative panographs for approximately 80 oil and gas companies in ten peer groups.

Headline Analysis: Focused and timely energy industry news and statistics delivered daily.

Company Research Deliverables

Company Metrics E&P Portfolio Tool Global Projects Private Oil Company Monitor

Underlying Databases
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Underlying and Supporting Company Tools & Databases
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Company Metrics

Comprehensive financial and 
operational database and 
performance benchmarking

• 25 years of historical annual 
data (20 years quarterly)

• Over 400 active publically 
traded companies, and more 
than 400 out of business or 
acquired companies

• Over 1,000 line items and 
metrics, with more than 60 
reported geographic regions

• Income, cash flow, and balance 
sheet statements with 
profitability, debt, and return 
metrics

• Upstream spending and results 
of operations.  Reserve 
reconciliation, replacement 
rates, costs, and efficiency 
measures, acreage and price 
realizations

E&P Portfolio Tool

Interactive  interface of company 
production, both historical and  
new source volumes at the global, 
regional, country, and field levels.

• Over 45 company production 
portfolios

• More than 80 countries

• 10 years historical production 
and 10 years of future 
production

• Search by location, asset type, 
hydrocarbon, and field (phase) 
name

Global Projects
Contains information on projects, 
both onshore and offshore, with a 
focus on the upstream exploration 
and production sector.

• Over 8,500 projects world-wide

• Upstream asset types include 
conventional, deepwater, 
enhanced/improved recovery, 
heavy oil, and bitumen/oil sands

• The minimum threshold for a 
field's inclusion in the database 
is recoverable reserves of 25 
million barrels of oil equivalent 
(MMboe) or greater

• Additional but limited coverage 
of liquefied natural gas (LNG) 
and gas to liquids (GTL)

• Search by company, location, 
asset characteristics, cost, or 
sector

Private Oil Company Monitor
Publically available corporate, 
operational, and financial 
information for privately-held U.S. 
companies

• Over 1,700 companies

• Daily news updates

• Filter by total U.S. or basin level 
production

§ US or basin level production

Upstream Company Tools & Databases
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Fundamentals
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Upstream Company Tools & Databases

Company Metrics

Comprehensive financial and 
operational database and 

performance benchmarking

E&P Portfolio Tool

Interactive  interface of 
company production, both 
historical and  new source 

volumes at the global, regional, 
country, and field levels.

Global Projects
Contains information on 

projects, both onshore and 
offshore, with a focus on the 

upstream exploration and 
production sector.

Private Oil Company 
Monitor

Publically available corporate, 
operational, and financial 

information for privately-held 
U.S. companies

Transaction Database

Online database featuring a broad range of search parameters 
to identify deal comparables, including all global regions, energy 
subsectors, transaction value ranges, and individual buyers and 

sellers.

Assets on the Market Database

Searchable and exportable database that actively tracks all 
known energy assets on the market, covering all global and 

regional locations and all resource segments, detailing 
valuations and full operational data including reserves, 

production and acreage

Upstream Transaction Tools & Databases
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Why IHS Markit Companies Research?

* IHS Company Research uses a time tested, consistent methodology to
determine $/share valuations of the worlds leading upstream companies.

* IHS pioneered the benchmarking of operational performance and is
considered the industry standard of publishing reserve replacement metrics.

* Independent assessment of upstream company strategic objectives, portfolio
strengths and weaknesses, and those of peers and competitors. Thorough
review of regional and asset level production profiles, identifying risks beyond
peak output.

* IHS Company Research offers the longest and deepest database of energy
company reported financial and operational data in the industry, including
forecasted metrics on cash flow, net income, earning per share, and a 10 year
upstream production forecast.

* IHS Company Research offers independent and objective analysis with
transparency of data and access to a team of experienced and dedicated
analysts.

* Almost every major global oil and gas firm and energy capital provider is an
IHS Companies & Transaction client.

16
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Companies 
and 
Transactions

Companies and 
Transactions

• Corporate valuation and 
portfolio-strategy

• Analysis of the world’s 
leading E&P operators

• Understand the 
performance, strategy & key 
drivers of national oil 
companies & assess 
partnership opportunities

• Critical independent analysis 
and insights into the energy 
merger, acquisition, and 
divestiture marketplace
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IHS Markit Energy Capabilities and CONNECT - A 
Powerful Workflow Enabler and Competitive Differentiator
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All IHS Markit Upstream Energy 
Capabilities and associated product 
offerings are now on CONNECT

•For each new offering there 
is expanded access to a wider scope 
of analysis and data, and associated 
additional headline analysis 

•Each Capability is easily accessible on 
a single page on IHS Connect with:

• A common set of navigation tabs 
and filters

•The ability to save page views and 
set email alerts with icons and smart 
filters

•Intuitive tab topics to focus your 
search

•Regular deliverables have 
publication archives


